REBEL WITHOUT A CAUSE (1955) &
FERRIS BUELLER’S DAY OFF (1986)
Eduqas GCSE Film Studies
Component 1: Key Developments in US Film
Section A: US film comparative study
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RATIONALE AND CONTEXT
REBEL WITHOUT A CAUSE and FERRIS BUELLER'S DAY OFF may initially seem
like an unlikely pairing being released released 30 years apart, but when you
consider many aspects of the films, from character types, themes, metaphors
and reflections of context, they’re a perfect pairing for study and comparison.
Broadly, both are focused on listless and rebellious American teenagers who
seek new experiences and who hold up a mirror to the world they inhabit at the
time of production. Both are also difficult to easily categorise in terms of genre,
straddling many different categories including drama, action, romance, comedy
and, of course, the teen film. And perhaps most interestingly, both reflect their
individual contexts well, with REBEL WITHOUT A CAUSE reflecting how the world
changed post-World War 2 and the the ‘birth’ of the modern teenager. By
contrast, FERRIS BUELLER’S DAY OFF demonstrates a world in which teenagers
wanted for nothing (apart from in Ferris’ case, a car!) and how this too caused
restlessness, rebellion and boredom. Both films also have tremendously
appealing leads played by charismatic actors: James Dean’s iconic performance
came to quickly epitomise what it meant to be ‘cool’ and Matthew Broderick’s
turn as the iconoclast Ferris Bueller lead the way in 4th-wall breaking, wisecracking teenagers that set the template for teen comedies for decades after. As
well as this, both are excellent examples of the teenage drama/comedy genres
which may lead students to consider watching more examples of this tirelessly
entertaining and enduring genre and in this way, both can also nicely lead into
other films within the GCSE Film Studies spec. Watching these two films in
combination with films such as JUNO, ATTACK THE BLOCK, TSOTSI and SONG
OF THE SEA could provide a curriculum which nicely interweaves the consistent
generic conventions of the teen genre or at the very least, deal with characters
and thematic ideas that are relevant to teenagers as protagonists.
Overall then, why study THESE TWO films then? Fundamentally, the films are
enjoyable; dramatic, funny, touching and with an escapist view of a time in
people’s lives that teachers will recall and for students provide a window in to
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the lives of others. In using classic filmmaking techniques, they both allow
students to access quality films made before the dominance of CGI or even
rapid-fire paced editing, allowing for students to access the films in a
manageable way. With both films being widely recognised as films of significant
quality (both are recognised as being part of the National Film Registry of
America) that helps to ensure that students are analysing films that have stood
the test of time and should continue to do so. enjoyable and at times
innovative film. It’s use of CGI is truly excellent and helps to create a film that is
enjoyably escapist. The interesting production details and the varied context
make for a film that is rich in background information and in its use of allegory,
provide a unique perspective on a range of important political, historical and
social issues of context. As a result, the focus of narrative for this Component is
one that works well for this film and allow for a wide- range of interpretations
and explorations of how the construction of the film works.
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REBEL WITHOUT A CAUSE - KNOWLEDGE ORGANISER
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REBEL WITHOUT A CAUSE - KNOWLEDGE ORGANISER
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FERRIS BUELLER’S DAY OFF - KNOWLEDGE ORGANISER
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FERRIS BUELLER’S DAY OFF - KNOWLEDGE ORGANISER
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AREAS OF ASSESSMENT FOR BOTH FILMS
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HOW TO COMPARE THE TWO FILMS
Ultimately, the challenge is to ensure that students know both films in as much detail
as possible-comparisons can then be elicited with relative ease. Of course, this may not
be as straight forward as this and so below are a serious of ideas of how to compare
the films. Given the sheer volume of details that students could be asked to compare,
it would be impractical to list them all below. Instead you will find some general
advice, some ideas and some blank resources that could be used to adapted for use in
the classroom, for home learning or for revision.

HOW WILL THE EXAM BE STRUCTURED?
The Component 1 exam is split into 3 sections. The first section will have ONE stepped
question on REBEL WITHOUT A CAUSE. It will then have ONE stepped question on
FERRIS BUELLER’S DAY OFF. Finally, there will be ONE overall question which compares
the two films.
TOP TIP:
The first two questions will have sub-questions, hence being ‘stepped’. However,
make sure that you read all of the sub-questions first. The last sub-question may
well as you to refer to the first thing you answered and, as it will be worth more
marks, needs to have something that you can then develop and write about in
more detail.

WHAT COULD BE COMPARED FOR THE THIRD QUESTION?
In short; anything listed on the previous page PLUS genre, narrative, theme and
characterisation. And context. For this reason, there could be hundreds of possible
areas of comparison. The comparison question will be worth 20 marks and therefore
will be a huge part of the whole GCSE that you MUST be very familiar and confident
with but if you have studied and revised every aspect of the two films then the
comparison section should be relatively straight-forward.
TOP TIP:
Use the list of assessment areas on the previous page as a tick-list. Make sure you
have revised for each area, ticking them off when you have. Then, when you’ve
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revised on all of the areas, spend some time directly comparing them by making
notes how they are the same or different.

WHAT’S THE BEST WAY TO COMPARE THE TWO FILMS?
Ultimately, that probably lies with how you learned about or taught the two films. Over
time we’ll get a better idea of what works best in the exam and the most efficient way
to do this, but certainly the best way is whatever suits the person writing the answer.
The two main ways would be to answer the question by writing about one film and
then the other. The other way would be to answer writing with one example from one
film and then directly comparing that to the same example from the other film.
TOP TIP:
Watch the key scenes. Compare how the scenes are different. Make notes.
Compare how the scenes are similar. Make notes. Easy!

METHODS OF COMPARISON
Below are some examples and suggestions of tasks of how to compare the two films,
These are designed to be very broad but very adaptable to suit your needs. They are
by no-means exhaustive, but should hopefully provide a platform for your work and
revision.

OVERALL:
• Using the Areas of Assessment page above, photocopy or copy and paste the page with two
columns on each side-one for FERRIS, one for REBEL. Tick when you have covered that aspect
of the film either through detailed work or revision.
• Again using the Areas of Assessment page above, create a table for each section which then
has listed examples of how the two films are similar or different.
• Take the details of context for both films from the individual study guides. Make a list of the
ways in which the worlds of the two films have changed. Then for each idea, provide a key
scene from each film which shows this clearly and then explain how the differences are seen by
referring to film language.
CINEMATOGRAPHY, INCLUDING LIGHTING
• Print any screenshots you have from the two films. Compare how they’re similar and different.
The reasons for them being the same or different may be key here. Use the Areas of
Assessment page to help define how you compare the shots.
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• Make lists of camera shots and sizes in a key scene for each film. You could count the examples
and see which film uses a specific size or angle more and consider why that is.
• Consider, with examples, how the two protagonists are represented through cinematography
and then explore whether they are represented in the same manner or differently.
MISE-EN-SCENE
• Compare settings that feature prominently in the two films. Examine and analyse what the
mise-en-scene suggests for each character, narrative, genre or theme.
• Examine how different (or similar?) costume is for protagonists, love interests and parents are
across the two films using film language and context to explore how and why it may be
different (or similar?).
EDITING
• Directly compare the opening scenes from the two films. Analyse the editing pace and style and
explore the similarities and differences. Develop the comparisons by exploring why context may
influence these differences.
SOUND
• The scores and soundtracks in the two films are very different. Compare how both are used in
key scenes, perhaps the final scenes, to explore how they generate the same audience reaction
but by using very different styles of music.
NARRATIVE, GENRE AND THEME
• Use the 3 and/or 5 Act structure graphs and directly compare how similar the films are in their
structure. You could refer to character actions, how costume reflects the narrative development
or other aspects of film language.
• Both films belong to broadly the same genre-teen movie. Referring to example of the generic
conventions of this genre, explore how (and why) the two films are examples of the teen genre.
Ensure you use key scenes and examples of film language to justify your ideas.
• List the main themes of the film. Compare the two films to see which themes both feature, then

give examples of key scenes where these themes are seen.
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